Maintenance FAQ – ProCenter Plus
What is the blow off gun and how do I use it?
How do I keep my ProCenter Plus running properly?
How do I clean the filter?
How do I empty the powder from the storage hopper?
How do I know if it’s time to replace the desiccant in my air dryer?
Where can I find replacement part numbers for my ProCenter Plus?

What is the blow off gun and how do I use it?

Clean any powder residue from the part with a quick blast of air. Grasp the blow off gun as
shown. Apply pressure with your thumb to direct a blast of air. The more the tip is bent, the
greater the volume of air released.
How do I keep my ProCenter Plus running properly?
Four easy maintenance steps:
1. Filter Cleaners: Filter cleaning mallets are located on both sides of the ProCenter Plus.
Before each shift pull and release the mallets two or three times. This action will dislodge
spent media that may have collected in the HEPA filter.
2. Abrasive Containment and Disposal: Empty the abrasive hopper by placing a pail or plastic
bag under either of the hopper outlets and open the valve. Empty the container and repeat as
needed. Note that excessive abrasive in the hopper may cause powder to leak through the
vent holes.
3. Changing the HEPA Filter: Over time some particles will become embedded in the HEPA
filter that cannot be dislodged by the filter mallets. When using the filter mallets no longer
makes an impact on the dust collection performance, it is time to replace the filter.
(Replacement HEPA filter is Comco Part No. CTR280-1)
4. Air Dryer Maintenance: The desiccant inside the air dryer will gradually turn from bright
orange to dark green as it becomes saturated. Change according to the instructions included
with the air dryer.

How do I clean the filter?

Filter cleaning mallets are located on both sides of the ProCenter Plus. Before each shift,
with the power turned off, pull and release the mallets two or three times. This action will
dislodge spent media that may have collected in the HEPA filter.

How do I empty the powder from the storage hopper?

Empty the abrasive hopper by placing a pail or plastic bag under either of the hopper outlets
and open the valve.

How do I know if it’s time to replace the desiccant in my air dryer?

Saturated desiccant: time to replace

New desiccant
Comco now supplies orange-to-green desiccant beads with all our desiccant air dryers.
These beads are a gold-orange colour when new and turn to green as they become
saturated. Previously Comco supplied blue-to-pink desiccant beads. These beads are blue
when new, and turn to purple and finally pink as they become saturated. Since these Cobalt
Chloride Moisture-Indicators (blue-to-pink desiccant) have been banned by the European
Union, Comco no longer supplies such desiccant. The new orange-to-green desiccant beads
are safe for use in any Comco desiccant air dryer and are an acceptable replacement for
those currently using blue-to-pink beads.
Replacement charges of desiccant beads are Comco Part No. ST6104-4

Where can I find replacement part numbers for my ProCenter Plus?

For any help, advice or assistance with your ProCentre, please contact
support@epakelectronics.com or contact us on +44 (0)1460 61791.

